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Product Description
ABENA San Special is our anatomically shaped pad specifically designed for faecal incontinence. The pad can be used for both faecal and urinary 
incontinence and features a light green textile-like breathable backsheet foil for optimum comfort and discretion. The pad has effective leakage 
barriers with built-in pockets that keep the faecal contents inside. The high performance core with Top-Dry Technology ensures skin integrity and 
optimal skin care by keeping the exposed area comfortable and dry even after multiple voids. The fully breathable pads are fitted with standing 
leakage barriers combined with front and rear built-in cross barriers offering a 360° leakage protection. When combined, these functionalities help 
protect the skin and maintain a natural pH skin balance.  The Odor control system minimises unpleasant smells. The wetness indicator guides the 
user and caretaker to the product with the adequate absorption level and product changes. The dermatologically tested products have been given 
the Nordic Swan Ecolabel. ABENA San Special should always be used with special fixation underwear, like our Abri-Fix products, to ensure a tight fit 
and reduce the risk of leakage.

Specifications

Brand ABENA

Sub-Brand San

Size Special

Colour Green

Features Light green colourcode

Material Breathable textile backsheet (BTBS), ECF fluff, elastane, non-woven, PE, PP, resin, SAP

Length/depth 73 cm

Width 37 cm

Tolerance +/- 10%

Absorption Rothwell 2000 ml

Gender Unisex

Quality level Premium

Certifications CE, MD, Nordic Swan Ecolabel, UKCA

CE Class (Medical Devices) Class I

Product or test standards ISO 11948-1, ISO 13485, ISO 14001, ISO 9001

Directives, regulations and acts MDR (EU) 2017/745

Storage Instructions Store dry, room temperature and no sunlight.

Product Disposal Instructions Can be disposed of with normal household waste sorted according to local regulations.

Packaging Disposal Instructions Can be recycled or incinerated.

ABENA San, Special, light green 
colourcode, Premium

 Designed for faecal incontinence
 High-performance core with Top-Dry Technology
 Unique leakage barriers with built-in pockets
 Support healthy skin balance
 Odor Control
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Instructions for use/application
Double incontinence pad designed for combined faecal and urinary incontinence. Easy product recognition by colored backsheet foil and printed 
naming. ABENA San Special should always be used with special fixation underwear, like our Abri-Fix product line. The fixation pants ensure a tight fit 
and reduce the risk of leakages. Pull fixation pants halfway up the legs. Fold the pad lengthways to create a bowl shape. Pass the pad between the 
legs from front to back. Position the upper rear end of the pad at the tailbone. Fan out the back of the pad horizontally to create a channel shape 
between the legs. Use the wetness indicator to check if the product is applied accurately in the center. Fan out the pad horizontally at the front. 
Pull the fixation pants up into position. See the application guide in our brochure for detailed information.
   
Packaging data

Unit Contains Length Width Height EAN

cll 120 pcs 60 cm 40 cm 45.2 cm 5713571000717

pck 30 pcs 34.5 cm 20 cm 29 cm 5713571000700

pcs 1 pcs

The Swan label, also known as the Nordic Swan Ecolabel, is an official Scandinavian environmental label. Products with the Nordic 
Swan Ecolabel meet stringent environmental requirements with regard to raw material production, use, documentation and safety.  

The CE mark guarantees that a product is safe to use and complies with all safety precautions. CE stands for Conformité 
Européenne (European Conformity) and is mainly found on electronic equipment, safety equipment, construction products and 
medical equipment.

The product does not contain 
latex.
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